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The Music Industry And Radio MEDIA

- A Love -Hate Relationship
In the second of our

monthly Hot Line series,
M&M's Machgiel Bakker

talks to Robbie Robinson,
Managing Director of

Dublin's private station
Radio Sunshine, and

Pierre Lattes, Program-
me Director of Parisian

network Fun FM. The
love -hate relationship

between the music Indus-
try and radio turned out

to be a sensitive issue
that covered plugging,

CD servicing, format and
airplay overexposure.

Hot line is designed to
encourage European

dialogue and each month
M&M chain a conference

call between radio
executives from different
countries. Reactions and

suggestions are welcome.

E To what extent is your playlist
dictated by the release schedules
of the record companies?

Robinson: Plugger, and promot-
ers from record companies have a

EP'
Robb, Rottman, it. Managing Director
of Radio Sunshine

job to do. They come to my sta-
tion with the intention of getting
as many plays as possible for
their product. But if A Program-
me Director allows pluggers to
influence his playlist he'll be fired
tomorrow. We don't rely on the
support of the record companies
whatsoever, they rely on us in the
form of the phonographic perfor-
mance rights that we pay, but they
sometimes think that because we
use their product they have some
god -given right to force us into

playing what they want - that's
their problem. Our mission in life
is to put together the best radio
programmes.
Lattes: Nobody agrees, however,
on what is molly good music.
Research has not been developed
in this country so you have to
stick to what the Americans call
'gut' programming. And that is
where the fight begins, with the
record company. What they have
decided they are going to sell can
be totally different from what the
radio has decided to play. The
main problem is: what kind of
relationship exist between the
record company and the station?
We don't even need them if we am
just going to play music. But we
might need interviews, we might
need tour support etc. That is
where the relationship becomes
more complicated. If (for one
reason or the other) the station
yields to the company's request
and plays a record that it really
considers a 'had' record, then we
should do another job.
Robinson: The companies' pro-
motion power is weakening. We
buy approximately 75% of the
product we play. In the case of
CDs, it's like asking for gold,
they want to give me a few singles
and make that some sort of big
deal, like 'you should plug our
record because we're' giving it
away. I am not going to jeopar-
dise elements of my programming
for any record company mason.
Lanes: The CD problem is a

mystery to me too. Until very re -
candy a CD from a record com-
pany was like a god -sent gift.
Things have evolved with the ar-
rival of the 3" CD but still we end
up in the bizarre situation where a
record company would rather
send us 1W singles than one CD!
Robinson: I agree and would like
to add one more point: the manu-
facturing industry has tried to lay
rome of the blame for falling sin-
gles sales on the exposure that
radio stations are giving to new
product but radio stations are fre-
quently ahead of their release
dates. That is the record indus-
try's problem. They should get
their release dates, manufactur-
ing plans and promotion organ-
ised. For mein get a CD and pro-
mote it and then for them to tell

by Machgiel Bakker

me, six weeks later, that they
haven't even got it into the shops .

that is their problem, not mine.

Oftut is overexposure killing sal-
es or is it not?

Robinson: It is not killing sales
but generating them. They should
co-ordinate their efforts better. If
they can get their release dates
simultaneous across various ter-
ritories then they am going to
succeed. In the past they relied on
record sales for profit, now they
are relying far more on the royal-
ties from broadcasting rights and
that is the wrong approach. Their
prime business is producing and
distributing records not relying
on the broadcasters to produce
revenue for them.
Lattes: This is all part of the
same stupid game we have listen-
ed to for too long. Of course I
agree that they should get their
revenue from somewhere but
records sell in a notoriously sen-
sitive market and if everybody
can make exact copies of what -

us on the market then radio
revenues are going to be an im-
portant share of publishers' and
record companies' income. But
another big problem with record
companies is that because of the
size of our market they cannot
plug every record they have. So
quite often we are requested,
mom or less politely, not to play
something! They try to block us
from playing their own records!
Robinson: That's a very sinister
situation and should not be tole,
ated. That sort of influence would
never, ever, creep into this radio
station here.
Lattes: Because the market has
been fragmented you might think
they would be very happy with
more exposure. But eventually it
comm down to the same thing:
they want to have all stations play-
ing the same cuts, all TVs playing
the same sort of music. Of course
we don't forge) that we need their
music. They want to do business,
just like we do. But at the same
time the main problem is in giv-
ing people variety and we won't
achieve that by following the

record companies' mfrs.
Robinson: The more you protect
your format, the more you pre-

serve your image so you must try
to put on the best promotions,
play the best music, have the best
presenters: that is the short cut to
dominance.
Lattes: That is quite true but you
have to realise that sales here in
France are notoriously slow. It
can take ages to break a band but
they might still sell a million co-
pies. If we play a record so far in
advance of release that it takes a
long time to catch up, shouldn't
we then just drop it?
Robinson: No, because at that
stage it is just starting to catch the
ears of the listening public.

Pierre Lattes, Programme Director of
Fun FM.

Lattes We understand that but
you must realise that records just
entering the top 50 may have been
played by us for 18 or 19 weeks!
Robinson: But would you only
introduce a record to your play -
list when it started to get some
sales results?
Wks: There are limits to the
amount of time you can play a
record even if you are very happy
about its success. And although
the poor jocks have no choice
in what they play, I think five
months us a very long time.
Robinson: You know what you
should do with your DIs? Get
them deeply involved in your
station's promotions, quizzes
and games and give them out-
rageous roles to play. That will
feed their ego's.
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